
Story Structure



Important to arrange your material 
intentionally so that readers read 
from start to finish.

Pacing is key:

Often best to have sources appear 
once, like actors in a play, to 
advance the story with their 
expertise and then make room for 
other sources.

Present tense can underscore you 
were there in person, and can 
engulf the reader in a 
travelogue-style shared journey of 
learning with you.

Balance your facts, quotes, and 
paraphrasing. Avoid long blocks of 
each content type.

Use lots of anecdotes, but choose 
symbolic ones that advance the nut 
graf or thesis.



Case study: 1st place reporting award winner from 
RNA 2017, “Hope on the Refugee Highway”

Magenta = Facts

Blue = Quotes

Yellow = Paraphrases

Green = Anecdotes



Facts
Facts first right? It’s what you do as a reporter. 
You gather facts.

But spread them out, don’t plop them all down in 
a background or history section

Rely on prior knowledge and give nods for those 
who don’t, but don’t bore those who do know 
with a long background section



Key Facts:

On first page: 1 
million refugees. 
Greatest level of 
displacement since 
WWII. 

Not until second 
page: ISIS took 
over Mosul Iraq’s 
second largest city



Key Facts:

Not until third 
page: Paris ISIS 
attacks. Talk of 
refugee ban. 
Relevant stats.

Not until fourth 
page: Most 
refugees get to 
Europe via 
crossing the sea 
to Greece. How 
deadly it is.





Quotes
This is also what you do as a reporter, right? 
You gather quotes.

But use them sparingly, and make them as tight 
and unique as possible.

If it’s a familiar idea, paraphrase.
If it’s wordy, paraphrase.

If it’s long, and you can’t cut it down to a single 
sentence, split it up over grafs so each key 
sentence gets a chance to either start or end a 
graf and not get lost in the middle.



Quotes:

“What I make 
bread, I think of 
my daughter 
and weep.”

“This is truly a 
holy land here 
for us. But it is 
no longer a 
heartland.”



Quotes:

“God is using 
ISIS to shake 
the church.”

“I’ve heard 
many people 
say “Thank you 
ISIS” because 
they lost 
everything but 
found new life in 
Jesus.”

If the US was 
Syria, 
“everyone west 
of Ohio would 
have had to flee 
their homes.”



Quotes:

“Some of them 
are very sad. 
We don’t put 
those here.”

Exit quote: 
“Why are you 
US Christians 
afraid? We are 
here on front 
lines and are 
not afraid. We 
believe in an 
Arabic spring, 
but not this 
Arab Spring. 
We believe in 
one that comes 
from above. 
And we know 
that spring 
comes after 
winter.”



Paraphrases
All of these could have been direct quotes.

But I found ways to say it shorter or say it even 
better.

Or it was a too familiar or worn statement.



Almost all the 
women CT 
interviewed across 
8 refugee camps 
had given birth 
since being 
displaced.

Graf on case 
studies: 5-story 
building; Catholic 
university; airlift to 
Slovakia. All of 
these were 
extended visits with 
lots of detail. More 
impactful to present 
them as a sentence 
each in same graf.







Anecdotes
More than facts or quotes, these can really sell 
your story.

Find things that speak volumes while also 
underscore that you were there and are thus 
credible.



Anecdotes:

“Life” bottle of water

backpack of photos 
of sister killed



Anecdotes:

Alan Kurdi mural

little boy life jacket



Anecdotes:

Refugee “food truck”

Drawing of sun 
crying

Iran poem on seeing 
Muslims and good 
people



Hope that helps. Good luck!


